What Educators are Saying about izzit.org®

izzit.org is a great friend for educators who care about helping their students see the world...
– A. Jobson, Gainesville, GA

I teach at an alternative high school where students work independently. Students view your videos, complete the study guide, take the quizzes, and write a paper answering questions I provide. Many of my students earn their electives through “Intro to Business A and B” and “Entrepreneurship” with your videos.
– B. Brown, Bloomington, MN

izzit.org makes students learning so much easier with your excellent resources. Students love the topical DVDs and always engage more in the overall theme.
– J. Nielsen, Pocatello, ID

Only izzit.org takes on such current, important, difficult concepts as eminent domain and puts them into powerful, easy to understand pieces for the classroom. What a treasure.
– San Antonio, TX

The izzit.org website is the best single source of supplemental materials I have found.
– Stockbridge, GA

Teacher guide lesson plan and student worksheet for use during the movie and quiz were utilized with great success. I truly appreciate the work that goes into creating these resources for our use. The students gain a deeper understanding of the technology and the videos provide a differentiated approach to teaching and learning.
– S. Massey, New Britain, CT

izzit.org videos raise more questions and spark more debate than any other videos that I’ve shown.
– Sylvania, OH

izzit.org helped me become a better teacher.
– K. Tackitt, Okolona, MS

I really liked the extensions and the quiz. The kids really liked the follow along guide.
– D. Jones, Clyde, NC
I am excited to get another video I can share with my students! I love that your program addresses real life issues. I also love the quiz feature.

-- R. Earl, Bristol, CT

I love the izzi videos because they are well made, brief and thorough, and they include great discussion guides. My students enjoy watching them and incorporating the ideas expressed in the videos with our study of politics and economics.

-- R. Stocker, Bear, DE

We haven't had any fist fights but your materials are a sure-fire way to get everyone to participate.

-- Horsham, PA

[Sustainable Oceans & Seas] was a perfect end-of-year movie to watch to keep the students engaged! This is definitely a video I will show year after year.

-- M. Murray

For 10 years, I have been an izzi.org fan. I picked up my first video, Eminent Domain, at a conference. I found teacher resources embedded on the DVD and printed out the questions. I remember the day I showed this first video to my 12th grade AP US Government & Politics students. They were instantly engaged watching the film and answering the questions. Then they wanted to watch it again! This is the power and success of izzi.org videos and teacher resources. Suddenly they went from knowing nothing about this abstract concept of eminent domain rooted in the Fifth Amendment to a heated debate with concrete examples.

-- J. Jolley, Melbourne, FL

I have had parents thank me because their children have had meaningful discussions at home and actually want the paper or to watch debates, etc. on television.

-- Cincinnati, OH

izzi.org videos take students to different places around the world, and in history, to understand complex concepts. Students can see real-life applications in action and have knowledge of how they can, in fact, and will continue to, change lives. izzi.org provides so many wonderful services, and they are keeping up with the technological advances.

-- A. Stansell, Austin, TX

Have you ever seen seventh graders excited about writing across the curriculum? I have, and they had something important to say! Thank you izzi.org!

-- L. Merryman, St. Marys, GA